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Abstract

A novel type of glass made with a double ion exchange process is more reliable and fractures in
a unique manner mmpared to glass currently available in the market [1]. The novel glass is
unique because it disintegrates into a powder instead of fracturing into shards and splinters, and
it fails over a very narrow range of stresses. Potential applications for this glass include using it
in removable valves because the powdered glass does not produce obstructions when it breaks,
and in other applications that require safety glass.

A 20,000-psi MTS pressure system was used to determine the possible techniques for pressure
testing the strength of a mllection of disk-shaped glass samples. Ordina~ (i.e., not ion
exchanged) glass samples, 0.962 inches in diameter and 0.07 inches thick, were fractured with
linearly increasing pressures to determine the best methods. The best method for testing novel
glass samples, with the same size and shape as the ordinary glass, will be implemented. The
final results of this ongoing project will be used to ascertain if the novel glass is suitable for
potential applications.

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org 9133
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Determining a Method for Pressure Testing a Novel Type of Glass 1

Introduction

When any new material is introduced, it is impotiant to determine its reliability and failure
characteristics. The strength of the material must be evaluated before it is used for any
application. For example, ordinay glass is not very reliable because each specimen will break
at varying pressures. This can be improved if the glass composition and residual stress profiles
are changed to increase the glass strength and reliability.

A material scientist in the Materials Joining Department at Sandia National Labs, Jill Glass, is
researching the strength and fracture patterns of a new composition of novel glass. The
composition (wtOA) of this novel glass is: SiOz = 62.3, Na20 = 12.8, CaO = 0.27, MgO =3.26,
K20 = 3.47, Al@s = 16.4, Ti02 = 0.75, FezOs = 0.24, and SnOz = 0.04. This composition
creates a more reliable glass because it is chemically strengthened and crack growth is either
stable or prevented [1]. ‘Chemical strengthening generally relies on exchanging small ions in a
glass surface by larger ions” [2]. This novel glass is stronger than ordinary glass because it is
pre-stressed, as in customaty objects such as car windows. The novel glass is designed to
disintegrate into a powder upon fracturing, as opposed to shards and splinters. Potential
applications for the novel glass include using it in removable valves because the glass will not
produce obstructions when it breaks, and in other applications requiring safety glass. The
potential applications require the novel glass to withstand pressures of about 2500-psi(17
MPa).

The purpose of this project is to determine the proper technique for pressure testing the novel
glass samples. Before testing the novel glass, ordinary glass samples, as shown in Figure 1,
were fractured with linearly increasing pressures. The tests were conducted to determine the
best combination of test methods and equipment to apply pressure to the glass specimens and
capture the failed glass fragments.

Figure 1. Glass Samples

In pressure tests, the ordina~ glass samples should fracture at a much lower pressure than the
novel glass samples. In regular strength tests, the ordinary glass samples should also fracture
at a much lower stresses than the novel glass. The compressive side of glass is in contact with
the water from the pressure system. The novel glass samples will eventually be pressure tested
using the best possible method. The novel glass fragments will be further studied under a
microscope to help determine fracture patterns. Failures occurring at different strain rates

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org9133
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Determining a Method for Pressure Testing a Novel Type of Glass 2

provide information about the failure mechanism and the susceptibility of the glass to slow crack
growth.

A mechanical engineer in the Precision Mechanical Products Department at Sandia National
Labs, Scott Nicolaysen, designed a metal fixture and some washer-shaped seals made of Viion,
a material similar to rubber. Nicolaysen is researching how well the glass and the seals
interface with ea@ other. If the final results of this ongoing project are satisfactory, the fixture
will be redesigned for closer representations of the desired applications.

Materials. Eaui~ment. and Test Techniques

The following describes the best technique used for pressure testing the ordina~ glass samples
that accomplished repeatable tests with acceptable results. Other techniques used which did
not provide suitable outcomes are presented in the results section of this forum. Table 1 is a
list of materials and equipment used in this project and the related test technique.

I Materials / Equipment Test Technique
Ordinary Glass Sample To determine a test method

Pressure System Applies pressure to sample
Metal Fixture Allows glass smecimens to be twessure tested
lViton Seals lPreven;s leaks and Drotects s~ecimens

Hand Towel Catches the glass fragments

Yellow tape Holds hand towel around fixture
Vacuum Grease Seals leaks and holds the Viion, O-rings, and

glass specimen in place
Strain Indicator Displays the amount of pressure applied at the

surface of the samde

Table 1. A list of materials, equipment and their purposes

Pressure System

A 20,000 MTS pressure system applied pressure to the sample with increasing amounts of
water. A computer system controlled the amount of fluid that the pressure system allowed to
the test item with respect to time. The pressure was gradually increased to prevent over-
pressurizing the samples. The mmputer system displayed the final pressure value upon
fracture of the glass sample. The accuracy of the computer control system was verified using a
strain indicator that was connected to the pressure transducer to indicate the amount of
pressure at the glass surface [3].

A quick disconnect was interfaced with the fixture base and a pressure transducer. Teflon tape
was wrapped around all threads to seal any leaks.

Positioning the Glass

A metal fixture, as seen in Figure 2 of the next page, was used to hold the glass specimens in
place while increasing amounts of pressure were applied against the glass surface. The metal
fixture accommodated pressure testing on the glass samples because the glass ftis in a center-

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org9133
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recessed area that is 0.998 inches in diameter and 0.106 inches thick. The metal fixture is
hollow to allow the water to pressurize itself against the glass. The metal fixture also has a
metal cover, 3.0 inches in diameter, with six bolts that fasten onto the fixture to prevent the
glass from slipping out of place.

Figure 2. Metal fixture, center-recessed area, and cover

The glass was placed between two circular, brown colored Viton seals and overlaid with a metal
fixture cover. The Viton seals captured the glass specimen during the tests. The Viton seals
also held and protected the glass as the metal fixture and cover were bolted together. A thin
layer of vacuum grease mated onto the Viton sealed any leaks inside the fixture.

Capturing the Glass

Since it is desired to capture the novel glass fragments for future studies, this project involved
designing a technique to collect the glass fragments after they failed. The technique used to
capture the glass fragments is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hand towel for catching fragments.

A multi-layer, dense hand towel was wrapped around the metal fixture and secured with a cable
tie at the top to prevent the glass from scattering in the test area and to practice catching the
fragments. Yellow tape placed on the towel ensured that the towel did not remove itself during

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org9133
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Determining a Method for Pressure Testing a Novel Type of Glass 4

the experiment. For the majority of the experiment, the fixture was oriented vertically as seen
in the figure, but for the final portion the fixture was oriented horizontally and the fractured glass
was collected by hand.

Results

The initial tests failed because the center-recessed area of the metal fixture was not thick
enough to hold the glass sample and seal. At the time, the proper Viton seals were not
available, and therefore a washer-shaped supplement was handmade by cutting a sheet of
Viton. This supplement was placed over the glass sample and since the center-recessed area
was not thick enough, excessive amounts of stress were applied to the edges of the glass
samples when the fixture cover was bolted in place. This excessive stress caused minute flaws
and large fractures in the glass that allowed leaks during pressure testing.

For this reason, suitable Viton seals were obtained and the metal fixture was redesigned with a
thicker center-recessed area to allow enough space for the glass samples and Viton seals. A
Viton seal was placed on each side of each glass sample. One large Viton seal was placed on
the outer ring of the fixture to provide a cushion between the fixture and the cover. This new
design allowed more ease in assembly when placing the glass sample in the fixture, and it also
prevented leaks during tests.

Small glass splinters from the ordinaty glass remained on the fixture and were not easily
identified. The small glass fragments were hard to distinguish against the white hand towel and
were obscured by the water droplets and vacuum grease. The hand towel remained in place for
the majority of the trials, except when the final pressure was large enough to separate the towel
from the fixture. Tests conducted with the fixture oriented vertically resulted in the fractured
glass dispersing into several shards and splinters. Tests performed with the fixture oriented
horizontally resulted in the fractured glass breaking in nearly symmetrical patterns with cracks
originating at the center and migrating outward. The nearly symmetrical pattern in the horizontal
orientation was apparent because the samples fractured with the shards and splinters remaining
in the center-recessed area of the fixture.

A number of ordinary glass samples were damaged in handling during the experiment, which
caused scratches and small cracks in certain specimens. These imperfections caused a
significant reduction in strength of the specimens, and the glass fractured at the much lower
pressure of about 50-psi.

The redesigned fixture provided acceptable results for pressure testing, as can be found in
Appendix 1. Pressure test results for the vertically oriented fixture ranged from 140 to 293-psi.
Results for the horizontally oriented fixture ranged from 151 to 328-psi. The data has minimum
and maximum values for each trial, each value recorded from both the mmputer system and the
strain indicator. The statistical data for the vertically oriented fixture are as follows: The average
value was about 221 -psi, and the standard deviation was about 48.5-psi. The inefficient of
variation, a statistical measurement that sign.fies the precision of the data, was about 22. The
smaller the coefficient of variation, the greater the precision in the results. The statistical data
for the horizontally oriented fixture are as follows: The average value was about 256-psi, the
standad deviation was about 90-psi, and the coefficient of variation was about 35. The
discrepancy between the two orientations may be a result of the fact that only three trials were
tested in the horizontal orientation.

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org9133
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Conclusion

The procedure used to pressure test the ordinary glass samples could be implemented for the
novel glass samples, although alterations may be necessary since the novel glass is likely to
fracture into a powder. Using the current hand towel to capture the novel glass fragments may
be difficult because the powder may not be easily distinguished against the white fabric.
Changing the fixture orientation could provide a means of capturing the novel glass fragments,
although changing the fixture orientation during the experiment seemed to modify the fracture
pattern. For this reason, the effects of gravity and other factors may have to be considered.

Recommendations

Research is recommended on the effects of changing the fixture orientation relative to the
fracture patterns of both the ordinary and novel glass. If there is no significant relationship
between the orientation and the fracture patterns, it is recommended to orient the metal fixture
in a manner that forces the glass fragments to fall immediately into the hand towel. This may
be accomplished by orienting the fixture in a vertical position so the glass is face down and the
hand towel is over the glass specimen. A mlored hand towel will aid in identiing the glass
fragments.

During the ordinary glass pressure testing, high pressun?s forced the hand towel to separate
from the fixture. Since the novel glass is expected to fail at a pressure of about 2500-psi, it is
recommended to secure the hand towel to the fixture with a stronger adhesive.

Sandia National Laboratories Catherine Rice, Org9133
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Appendix 1. Results of Pressure Tests

Vertically Oriented Fixture Results

I
I Strain Indicator Values I MTS Pressure System Computer

150 158
272 283
250 250
272 266
170 ‘170
241 240

293 294

250 249.5

206 202

140 142

255 252

169 165

248 252

201 204

191 786.8

t
Standard Deviation 48.4 48.5
Average 220.5 221.0
Coefficient of Variation 22.0 21.9

..-.

Horizontally Oriented Fixture Results 1

151 156.9

284 285

328 327.5

Standard Deviation 92.2 88.8
Averaae 254.3 256.5
tCoeffi;ient of Variation I 36.3 I 34.6 1
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